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Our award-winning design team are able to deliver 
intelligent solutions to the most complex of products 
with a balance between style and function.  All   
projects are finished to an uncompromisingly high 
standard. We specialise in developing a unique   
look - that something special - the wow factor...

AWARD WINNING 
DESIGN & MANUFACTURE



POWERED BLINDS & CURTAINS
Believers in effortless control

Regular

A cost effective solution suitable for use 
with most products, Oceanair’s range of 
regular electrical motors are compact in 
design, fitting nearly inside a head rail or 
roller.

Near Silent

The Oceanair Near Silent range offers 
a smooth deployment solution. The  
Lutron models feature an intelligent hem 
bar alignment system for the   
synchronisation of multiple blinds. 

Whisper

Semi-silent, Oceanair’s Whisper range 
features superior noise reduction  
technology, suitable for use with most 
products.
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UNIQUE MOTOR MENU

"Bespoke superyachts are the pinnacle of craftsmanship and 
design. At Design Unlimited, we strive for perfection with an 
attention to detail second to none. With meticulous installation 
and programming, powered blinds and control mechanisms 
completely transform the light on board at the touch of a button. 
Fingertip control of natural light is one of the elements that help 
us take luxury to the next level."

Mark Tucker, Yacht Designer, designunlimited.net

Regular
A cost effective entry level 
solution suitable for use with 
most products, Oceanair’s range 
of Regular electrical motors are 
compact in design, fitting neatly 
inside a head rail or roller.

Whisper
Semi-silent, Oceanair’s Whisper 
range features superior noise 
reduction technology, suitable for 
use with most products.

Near Silent
Embracing the latest advances in 
motor technology, the Oceanair 
Near Silent range offers a near 
silent and smooth deployment 
solution. The Lutron models 
feature an intelligent hem 
bar alignment system for the 
synchronisation of multiple blinds.

Oceanair has uniquely designed and developed their comprehensive range of curtains and blind systems to 
incorporate a powered option using a range of different motors:

In-house electrical consultancy
Oceanair’s team of in-house 
electrical consultants are on hand 
to provide installation advice and 
a comprehensive technical wiring 
diagram service.
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Smart device compatible

Sit back, relax and unwind – let the blinds take care of themselves... 
To create a relaxed and comfortable mood on board, Oceanair’s range of automated systems can be controlled 
in a number of user-friendly ways. 

Hand held control
Whilst fully compatible with the latest Smart Devices, there is also an 
extensive choice of radio and infra red (line of sight) remote control 
handsets to choose from. It is now possible to control up to 112 
different blinds from a single user-friendly handset.

CONTROL OPTIONS

Hard wired switch
The cost effective solution, Oceanair offers a wide range of momentary 
and constant contact switches, available in a magnitude of styles to suit 
every budget and interior design need. 

Momentary switches will only power the blind while the switch is pressed. 
This allows the blind to be easily stopped in any position. Constant contact 
switches will, from a single press, power the blind until it is fully open or 
closed; the blind can be stopped at any point during operation.

Oceanair's five position rocker switch neatly integrates both options into 
one switch

Easily programmable and 
stylish remote control handsets

Oceanair's hard 
wired five position 

rocker switch

Other hard wired 
switches can be 

used

Boat’s central control system
Oceanair’s drive range integrates effortlessly with all central control 
systems, including AMX, Lutron Homeworks and Crestron Touchpanel 
interfaces to name but a few.

Timer control
Programme your automated blinds to open in the morning and lower 
in the evening. Set different times per day to suit your requirements. 
Automatic blinds can also be used to simulate occupancy and help 
secure your boat.

Light and temperature control
No matter where you’re heading, choose a battery powered light and 
temperature sensor and your blinds will lower when the sun is shining 
and the temperature is too hot. They will open again when the sun has 
gone or the temperature cools.

oceanair.co.uk
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Radio Wall Switch
The Oceanair Radio Wall Switch is 
simply fixed directly onto the wall, 
removing the requirement for intrusive 
wiring. With either 1 or 5 channels 
available and 100+ blinds per 
channel, the Radio Wall Switch has 
the capabilities to control the light 
throughout your entire home. Available 
in black or white.

Radio Remote Control
The Oceanair Radio Remote Control 
harnesses the latest technology to eliminate 
interference experienced through other 
remote controls. The remote boasts up to 
9 channels with 100+ blinds per channel, 
a crisp LED display and an auto set group 
control channel (‘P’).

Pacific 24S
The Oceanair Pacific 24S is a compact single shaft motor, 
designed for small 25mm head rails with SKYVENETIAN and 
SKYSOL Classic. The Pacific 24S uses 24vDC power and 
features in our Near Silent range at less than 25 decibels.

Atlantic 12S & 24S
The Oceanair Atlantic 12S & 24S come as either a single 
or double shaft motor with a compact design for small 
25mm head rails. They are compatible with SKYVENETIAN, 
ROMANBLINDS and SKYSOL Classic and work with the Oceanair 
localiser. Available in 12vDC or 24vDC.

Pacific 110RS & 240RS
The Oceanair Pacific 110RS WT & 240RS WT make 
up our mains powered motor category and are ideal 
for larger blind sizes due to their high torque. They can 
be remote or hard wire controlled and include manual 
stops on the motor head. The Pacific 110RS & 240RS 
are compatible with Openshade, Windowshade 2, 
SKYVIEW, SKYVENETIAN, ROMANBLINDS and SKYSOL 
Classic. Available in 110vAC or 240vAC.

Atlantic 12R & 24R
The Oceanair Atlantic 12R & 24R roller 
motors can be remote or hard wire control. 
Available in 12vDC or 24vDC and compatible 
with Openshade, WIndowshade 2, SKYVIEW 
and in a VBRB head rail for ROMANBLINDS 
and SKYVENETIAN.

Localiser
The Oceanair Localiser is designed to 
electronically stop the motor just before it 
reaches the upper limit. This avoids the motor 
stalling and increases its life.

OCEANAIR MOTOR RANGE 
EXPERTS IN AUTOMATION 



FABRIC SELECTION

CUSTOMER SPECIFIED

DIRECT SUPPLYEXQUISITE  FABRICS

CUSTOMER SUPPLIED

OCEANAIR COLLECTION



OCEANAIR PRODUCTS



ROLLER COLLECTION SKYVIEW

Side track options

Tilting vanes control light   
direction and provide a room 
darkening feature

Minimal space   
required for effortless 
installation. 
Powered headrail 
available

Low profile bottom 
rail

ST6ST5

Easily adjustable 
guidewire tensioning 
system option also 
available

Hold downs 



SKYVENETIAN WOOD

70mm custom wood 
slats

50mm wood 
slats

25mm wood 
slats

90mm custom wood 
slats

SKYVENETIAN ALLOY

16mm curved 
alloy slats

Oceanair’s compact head rail and curved slat design make for an easily 
concealed blind, discretely positioned within the widow recess.

Our high quality aluminium creates a robust slat, avoiding slat distortion. 

25mm curved 
alloy slats

50mm curved 
alloy slats



   SKYVENETIAN 

Wide choice     
of tapes and ladders

Guide wire hold downs -
Side tracks also available

Powered options available 
including our own 
Oceanair motor range

Custom 
shaping
available

Range of cleats and 
cord tidy options

Optional wand to 
control the tilt 

Top fix Face fix

Choose from a selection of 
acorns and wands for the 
control systems

Inspired by SKYSOL technology, Oceanair have developed the cordless operating 
SKYVENETIAN Precision. Much like its pleated counter part, the blind can be 
lifted and deployed using a handle, fixed to the bottom rail. Precision can also 
hold steady at any point along the guide wires, and allow for slat tilt whilst in mid-
deploy. Simply twist the tilting wand to angle the slat.

   SKYVENETIAN 
  EXCLUSIVE LEATHERS



SKYSOL CLASSIC & HONEYCOMB

Handle options
Fixed handleArticulating handle Webbing handle

SKYSOL Classic
• Shading solution for diverse window shapes
• Single pleat fabric is ideal for stylish day blinds
• Guide wire system enables operation at any angle
• Extensive range of fabrics to choose from
• Wide choice of hanging and control options

Metal Handle 
for larger blinds, 
available in Chrome 
or Nickel

SKYSOL Honeycomb
• Cords and guide wires are 

discreetly hidden in the honeycomb 
pleat

• Elegant blind that can operate at 
any angle

• Offers 0% light transmission
• Internally foiled, the 

honeycomb shaped pleats 
provide an effective 
insulating layer

The blinds are shaped using a full size CAD template of the 
window recess. Oceanair’s unique hinge system facilitates 
shaping by smoothing the fabric over the jointed rail. 
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SHAPING

Head rail can be top or face fixed

Top fix Face fix

Guide wire hold down 
options

Hardware & hold down 
colour options

White Graphite Beige

Head rail (powered) Head rail (manual)

Bottom rail Shuttle rail

Lift cords option

2 bar configuration



SKYSOL DAY/NIGHT

SKYSYOL Honeycomb night 
use fabric

Optional guide wire (with hold 
downs) for blind stability

SKYSOL Classic day 
use fabric

Moving rails control each fabric 
independently

30°

60° 90°

Type AO

Type AO-DBE

Type AO-DB

Type AB

Type DB Type PB

Powered options 
available

Combination blackout & privacy pleated window blind

• Two blinds in one compact design

• Day blind offers privacy & reduces direct sunlight

• Blackout night blind provides evening privacy

• Wide range of day and night fabrics

• Manual or powered options available

Hardware colour options

White Graphite Beige



SKYSOL MOTION

A self retracting pleated blind suitable for windows in any sized vehicle
• Offers the practicality and convenience associated with traditional roller blinds, combined with the elegant 

look and feel of a pleated blind.
• Innovatively designed recoiling mechanism.
• Coated aluminium hardware.
• Complements SKYSOL pleated blind range
• Fixed twin handles allow for easy use and blind stowage.
• No visible support or guide wires; leaves aperture clear when the blind is stowed. 
• Tension system prevents movement and rattling, and enables fixture to angled and inclined windows. 
• UV and water resistant. 

Face fix dimension

Top fix dimension

Hardware colour 
options

BeigeWhite

Face Fix Handle Bottom Fix Handle

Classic & Honeycomb 
fabric options available

Suitable for inclines and simple shaping

Standard size options:
Part No. Width (X) Drop (Y)
SMO-1 350mm  [13 3/4”] 400mm  [15 3/4”]
SMO-2 450mm  [17 11/16”] 520mm  [20 1/2”]
SMO-3 550mm  [21 5/8”] 640mm  [23 3/16”]
SMO-4 680mm  [26 3/4”] 750mm  [29 1/2”]



SKYSOL TRACK 

SKYSOL TRACK SMALL
Rods slide smoothly within 
side tracks

Heavy duty moving rail, well 
suited to wide spans/apertures 
(SKYSOL Track Large)

Duette fabric with integral sup-
porting rod system

Head rail to house motor 
and cording system

Head Rails
Head rail for powered blind operation 
(36mm x 33mm, 
1 7/16" x 1 5/16")

SKYSOL Track Large
(13.9mm x 14.3mm, 9/16" x 9/16")

Curvature R1000mm (39 
3/8")

Side Tracks
SKYSOL Track side rails are available in two sizes; the smaller rail is suited for tighter 
radius curves whilst the larger rail provides the strength required to support bigger blinds.

Head rail for manual blind operation 
(16mm x 26mm, 5/8" x 1")

Skysol Track Small
(14.2mm x 6.5mm, 9/16" x 1/4")

Curvature R75mm (2 
15/16")

Side rails to support the fabric 
rods to maintain the form of the 
blind. Can be gently curved

Lightweight pleated blind ideal for roof lights

• Overhead shading from direct sunlight

• Unique strength of the frame minimises the need for 
visible cording

• Delivered preassemble, simple installation

• Wide range of sheer and/or blackout fabrics

• Day/night option available

• Manual or powered options

SKYSOL TRACK LARGE



ROLLERBLIND SYSTEM 

Selection of blind 
systems available

Hardware colour options

Guide wire hold down options

Our new ROLLERBLIND System has an 
improved design for a sleeker finish, 
updated hardware which includes 
aluminium as standard and the addition 
of the precision control option.

Wide range of 
blackout, privacy 
and sheer 
fabrics available

Selection of hem 
bars available

Specially 
selected range 
of blackout, 
privacy and 
sheer fabrics 
available

Selection of hem 
bars available

Guide wires 
available

Precision technology 
allows the blind to 
be set at any height, 
without the need for 
cords or chains.

Cord or chain tensioner 
to ensure Child Safety 
compliance

MANUAL

PRECISION

Guide wires 
available

BRACKET OPTION

MOUNTING PROFILE OPTION



ROMANBLIND

Side track   
options also 
available

Matching valance 
optional

Decorative trims can be sourced. 
Panelling and borders are also  
available, talk to us about your  
design requirements

Powered options 
available

ST5 ST6

Hold downs 

Easily adjustable 
guide wire tension-
ing system



It’s all in the detail...

CHILD
SAFE

Make sure 
all cords and 
chains are 
always secured 
out of reach.

WINDOW BLIND SAFETY

Internal window blind cords and chains can 
pose a risk to babies and small children who 
could injure or strangle themselves on looped 
operating cords and chains.

You can take a number of practical, simple precautions to significantly reduce the risk. 
Make looped cords and chains safe by using one of Oceanair's safety devices and by following the information below.

Do not place 
your child's cot, 
bed, highchair or 
playpen near to a 
window blind.

Do not put 
sofas, chairs, 
table, shelves or 
bookcases near 
to a window blind, 
as children love to 
climb.

Roller Collection

New Blinds

SKYSOL

When choosing new blinds for homes or places where babies or small children live or visit always choose an Oceanair blind that does not contain cords 
or chains or has concealed cords such as in the examples below.

Precision
Slides and holds

Classic/Duette (AB Type)
A concealed cord system 
without the need for operating 
cords.

Available across the Oceanair range (including SKYSOL, SKYVENETIAN, SKYCREEN, Roman blind, Curtain, and Roller Collection) powered blind systems 
are the safest option, with no operating cords or chains. Please visit oceanair.co.uk for further information. 

Optional Oceanair safety 
devices include:

Cleat
This should be securely fixed 
to an adjacent wall, out of the 
reach of children, and the cord/
chain secured as shown, after 
each operation of the blind.

Cord/Chain Tidy
The following devices are 
secured to an adjacent wall 
and the cords/chains are held 
permanently taut by the device.

Powered Operation
Please contact Oceanair 
directly to discuss the 
possibility of upgrading your 
blind system to powered 
operation.

Make it safe!
Always contact your local Oceanair Distributor: www.oceanair.co.uk/Contacts.aspx
Oceanair Marine (UK):  +44 (0)1243 606 909  techsupport@oceanair.co.uk
Oceanair Marine (US):  +1 802 362 5258 info@oceanairmarine.com

They will give you the best possible advice on the most appropriate blinds, many 
of which do not contain operating cords or chains. They will also be pleased to 
give you further information on ways to make existing blinds safer.

Ratchet
Deploys/retracts in stages

Decelerator
Spring operated
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Cord/Chain Tidy
The following devices are 
secured to an adjacent wall 
and the cords/chains are held 
permanently taut by the device.

Powered Operation
Please contact Oceanair 
directly to discuss the 
possibility of upgrading your 
blind system to powered 
operation.

Make it safe!
Always contact your local Oceanair Distributor: www.oceanair.co.uk/Contacts.aspx
Oceanair Marine (UK):  +44 (0)1243 606 909  techsupport@oceanair.co.uk
Oceanair Marine (US):  +1 802 362 5258 info@oceanairmarine.com

They will give you the best possible advice on the most appropriate blinds, many 
of which do not contain operating cords or chains. They will also be pleased to 
give you further information on ways to make existing blinds safer.
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Spring operated
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out of reach.

WINDOW BLIND SAFETY

Internal window blind cords and chains can 
pose a risk to babies and small children who 
could injure or strangle themselves on looped 
operating cords and chains.

You can take a number of practical, simple precautions to significantly reduce the risk. 
Make looped cords and chains safe by using one of Oceanair's safety devices and by following the information below.

Do not place 
your child's cot, 
bed, highchair or 
playpen near to a 
window blind.

Do not put 
sofas, chairs, 
table, shelves or 
bookcases near 
to a window blind, 
as children love to 
climb.

Roller Collection

New Blinds
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Look for the child safe logo:

Child Safe blind 
types:



CURTAINS

Entirely made to order, size, 
shape and design. 

Consultation service available

Plaited Crescent Band Chevron Tassels Hold Backs

Powered tracks Shaped track options

Custom 
Passementerie

Pencil Pleat Wave Triple Pleat Eyelet Cartridge Goblet

Minimum clearance for Wave/Ripple Pleat - single track Minimum clearance for Pinch Pleat - single track



CUSHIONS

• Bespoke product, with a large choice of styles, sizes and designs

• Wide variety of fabrics, or customer can supply fabric to match 
existing interior

• Choice of luxurious fillings; duck down, feather pads, polyester or  
customer specified fillings

• Colour contrast border option

• Custom embroidery option

Cushions are an effective way to add colour and 
texture to a space. 

Create different effects and moods through choice 
of cushion style, size, and position in the room. 

Our highly experienced 
seamstresses can create intricately 
detailed embroidery, ideal for adding 
names and logos 

EnvelopePiped TrimOxford HarlequinCircle

STYLE SNAPSHOT:



Oceanair’s elegant range of hand crafted Luxury Sheeting,   
Bedspreads and Throws take indulgence to another level, made 
from quality materials and tailored for the perfect fit

Bedspreads and Throws

• Wide range of quality fabrics to compliment any interior
• Ability to work with customer supplied fabrics
• Oceanair’s fabric buyers are on hand to source a fabric of your choice
• Custom made to cater for mattresses of all shapes and sizes
• Free design consultancy to coordinate fabrics with existing interior and 

furnishings

Luxury Sheeting

• Made from the finest premium linens; 65% cotton and 35% polyester 
for the optimum balance in durability and comfort

• Personalisation with in-house embroidery service
• Bedroom set includes a fitted sheet, flat sheet and two pillow cases
• Caters for mattresses of all shapes and sizes
• Colour coordinated threads
• Effortless ordering process

BEDSPREADS & LUXURY SHEETING ATLANTIC TOWELS
• Packaged bathroom set including a bath, hand and facial towel
• 100% premium cotton
• Quick drying properties; ideal for onboard usage
• Embroidery service
• Lengthened, low twist staple spun fibre loops offer durability, reduced 

drying times and a lasting whiter appearance
• Innovative yarn spinning technology ensures cotton softness
• Tested for absorbency, shrinkage, colour fastness and shedding

Sizes:
• Bath towel, 760mm x 1520mm (29 15/16” x 59 13/16”)
• Hand towel, 400mm x 760mm (15 3/4” x 29 15/16”)
• Facial cloth, 330mm x 330mm (13” x 13”)



DRYROLL

Watertight tissue dispenser, ideal for combination showers & RVs
• Waterproof when closed
• Automatic paper delivery and rewind
• Hygienic and easy to clean
• Can be recessed or surface mounted
• Simple installation
• Hard wearing moulded ABS plastic

158mm 
(6 1/4")

140mm
 (5 1/2")

188mm 
(7 3/8")

74mm 
(2 7/8")

66mm 
(2 5/8")

155mm 
(6 1/8")

185mm 
(7 1/4")

Recessed mounted

Surface mounted

Automatic paper rewind

Automatic paper delivery

Waterproof when closed

Hardware Colours

White

.

75mm
(3”)

Minimum 75mm (3”) 
clearance inside the 
wall

Installation

100109 BSW handle rev 09
Polypropylene

100111 BSW toilet brush rev 11
Polypropylene with PP bristles
- Draft on bristle holes added

100117 BSW collar rev 08
Polypropylene

100113 BSW seal rev 08
TPR, Silicone (or nitrile) Shore A 45

100108 BSW bowl rev 07
Polypropylene

100107 BSW wall bracket rev 08
Polypropylene
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BRUSH & STOW

• Wall mounted for stability.
• Small brush head, custom designed for 

compact travel toilets.
• Seal keeps shower water out, while  

trapping odours in.
• Replaceable brush heads available.

• Push-release for non-contact brush head 
replacement.

• Clip-in lid, to secure brush into bowl.
• Removable bowl for easy cleaning.
• Discrete and compact, perfect for any 

bathroom, whatever the size.

BRUSH & STOW

Non-Contact, replaceable, push-release 
brush head:

Replacement brush heads 
available in packs of 3:

Hardware Colours

White

Side View Front View

31
5m

m

87mm87mm

Collar

Silicone Seal

Bowl

Wall Bracket

Handle

Replaceable 
Bristle Brush



ROOF LIGHTS

Desperate for a good night’s sleep?

OCEANAIR.CO.UKElegance: Engineered

All-in-one flyscreen & blackout 
blinds from Oceanair.

Diffused light & air flow Light reflection & UV protection from blackout screen
Diffused light & air flow

Light reflection & UV protection

• Reduce your energy bills 
    (air conditioning/ heating)
• On-board privacy
• A good night’s sleep
• Create multiple moods
• Reduce UV damage
• Insect control
• Reduced glare

 



SKYSCREEN Roller Concealed
The style solution, designed to be 
concealed in the headlining, with the 
flyscreen and blind released at the 
touch of a button.

SKYSCREEN Roller Powered
A deluxe blind solution, controlled at 
the touch of a button.

SKYSHADE Cabinshade
Quick and easy to install, SKYSHADE 
Cabinshade is a custom sized roller 
blind housed in a functional extrusion 
for hatches or windows. Also available 
in a wide range of standard hatch sizes, 
CABINSHADE can be used for vertical or 
horizontal surfaces.

SKYSCREEN Roller Recessed
The quality solution, designed to fit 
flush with the headlining.

SKYSCREEN Pleated
Oceanair’s latest design for surface 
and concealed installation, combines 
pleated style with roller screen function. 
Featuring modern frame styling, this 
slim line unit maintains the quick- 
install philosophy ideal for retrofit and 
production line fitting.

SKYSCREEN Roller Surface 2
Consistent with the contemporary style 
of our SKYSCREEN Pleated product, 
the new SKYSCREEN Roller Surface 
2 has been designed to allow an 
attractive price point and will feature an 
innovative internal latching mechanism 
and an optional decelerator for a ‘soft 
close’. Supersedes Roller Surface 1

SKYSHADE Hatchshade
A cassette roller blind housed in an 
elegant profiled design

Water repellent
heat reflection layer

Water 
repellent

80%
heat reflection

100%
blackout

Blackout layer

Wipeable and easy 
clean face fabric

Insects 
kept out

Airflow in

SKYSCREEN  Powered
A versatile hatch covering with 
modular design allowing both 
Roller and Pleated blinds to be 
interchanged. The drive system 
offers reduced noise and increased 
efficiency.



SKYSHADE PORTSHADE

24mm
(15/16”)

20mm

15mm
(5/8”)

X+43mm (1 11/16”)

16mm
(5/8”)

X [= aperture + 20mm 
(13/16”)]

Y [= aperture + trim + 
50mm (2”)]

Hardware & hold down 
colour options

White Silver Beige

Ultra slim cassette roller shade
• Blackout blind for small windows
• Ideally suited for curved surfaces
• Simple installation, mounting hardware included
• Custom sizes available by special order

Hold downs

(13/16”)

Standard size options:
Part No. Width (X) Drop (Y)
PSH-1 340mm  [13 3/8”] 280mm  [11”]
PSH-2 380mm  [15”] 280mm  [11”]
PSH-3 460mm  [18 1/8”] 320mm  [12 5/8”]
PSH-4 660mm  [26”] 320mm  [12 5/8”]
PSH-5 720mm  [28 3/8”] 320mm  [12 5/8”]



SKYSOL PLEATEDSHADE

Fabric Colours

Soft & elegant pleated blind

• Pleated blind for small windows

• Simple installation, all mounting hardware included

• Hard wearing polyester fabric

• Custom sizes available by special order

Hold down options

Hold up options

BoneWhite NavyCrème

Optional FrameFix

Optional Blackout lining

Standard size options:
Part No. Width (X) Drop (Y)
PLS-1 381mm  [15”] 305mm  [12”]
PLS-2 508mm  [20”] 305mm  [12”]
PLS-3 635mm  [25”] 305mm  [12”]
PLS-4 762mm  [30”] 305mm  [12”]
PLS-5 1016mm  [40”] 305mm  [12”]



SKYSHADOW
Optional interior fabric 
finish

Choice of face and edging 
fabrics

Stitched fold 
lines

Reflective outer 
foil

Internal 
grip

Window suction 
cup

Insulating air pockets

Outer reflective foil

Inner reflective foil

Fabric Technology
KEY FEATURES

• Mounts directly on window using remove suckers
• Folds into drawstring bag for neat, discreet storage
• Reflective material controls room temperature
• Reduces condensation
• Protects interior from UV damage
• Can be used on any window, at any angle
• Custom options include matched interior material 

facings
• Custom sizing also available



SKYSOL MINI

Fabric choices

White Beige

A cost effective and compact pleated blind ideal for small windows in any sized vehicle
• Smart & compact, with 14mm pleated blackout fabric, creating a blind 30% smaller than anything comparable on the market.
• Inbuilt friction mechanism, allowing Mini to be deployed and positioned at any height. 
• Smoothly stows, with pull cord.
• Integrated handle hides fabric within the head rail when stowed. 
• Free from conventional guide wires, Mini demonstrates a clear aperture when stowed. 
• For ease of installation, the blind can be top or face fixed, with just two screws. 

Standard size options:
Part No. Width (X) Drop (Y)
SMI-1 365mm [14 3/8”] 305mm  [12”]
SMI-2 415mm [16 5/16”] 320mm [12 1/16”]
SMI-3 470mm [18 1/2”] 320mm [12 1/16”]
SMI-4 550mm [21 5/8”] 320mm [12 1/16”]
SMI-5 600mm [23 5/8”] 320mm [12 1/16”]

Framefix available

Hardware colour 
options

BeigeWhite

Magnets integrated into 
bottom rail, hold blind in 
place when deplyed. 




